The homeotic protein HOXC13 is a member of human DNA replication complexes.
The homeotic (and oncogenic) HOXC13 protein was shown to have an affinity for a DNA fragment corresponding to the sequence covered by the pre-replicative complex of the human lamin B2 replication origin. We show here that HOXC13 is a member of human replicative complexes. Our fluorescent fusion-protein data demonstrate that it co-localizes with replication foci of early-S cells and that this peculiar behaviour is driven by the homeodomain. By ChIP analysis we also show that HOXC13 binds the lamin B2 replication origin and the origins located near the TOP1 and MCM4 genes in asynchronously growing cells, whereas it does not bind these origins in G(0) resting cells, consistently with its involvement in origin function.